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duces no breaking down of muscle, nor loss of aroma or flavor. The
brine is of 18% salt. A temperature of 5 ° -20° F. will serve to freeze

a large fish in three hours; a herring in twenty minutes. The better

preservative results are due to the fact that in ordinary freezing large

ice crystals are formed in and among the muscle fibres. This breaks

up the texture of the flesh. In the brine freezing the tissues are

unchanged because only small crystals are produced.

FOODOF YOUNGFISHES

Lebour (Jour. Marine Biol. Assoc. 1918, p. 433) states that some
very young fish eat diatoms and other single celled organisms before

they begin to eat animal food in the plankton. By a study of some
fifty species she concludes, however, that all except a few vegetarian

fishes, depend upon the small animals of the plankton rather than

upon the algae. These food animals are Cladocera, Copepods,

cirriped larvae, and eggs. These Crustacea feed freely on the micro-

scopic plants.

STIMULI ANDREACTIONSOF SANDCRAB

Mead (Univ. Cal. Zool. Publ. 1917, 16) reports experimental

studies upon the sand crab so abundant on the tidal beaches of

California. He found that the range of stimuli to which they are

adapted is quite limited. Their eyes are effective, and guide them to

their feeding beds and in the avoidance of enemies. Their feathery

antennae aid them in capturing small organisms for food.

Their most striking reactions are in burrowing when uncovered,

and in making their way back to the water when out of it. Two tend-

encies aid in the latter reaction; (1) they tend to run down slopes;

(2) when not further than 200 feet from the ocean they tend to go

toward it, even when they cannot see it. Even tho near the ocean

they will, however, follow a 7 per cent slope away from it,

REACTIONSUNDERLYINGTHE DIURNAL MIGRATIONSOF

VARIOUS PLANKTONANIMALS

Esterly (Univ. Cal. Zool. Pub., April 4, 1919) reports experimental

studies of the behavior of various plankton animals in the laboratory,

conducted with the purpose of determining the factors that account

for their diurnal mi^rational habits in nature. The author calls


